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LAHORE – The National Assembly on Wednesday unanimously adopted a resolution in which it has called for closer coordination of
policies and measures for conservation of national resources and rural development. As the resolution was adopted, it was made clear
that former finance minister Asad Umar has been summoned to parliament for an explanation and accountability for damaging the

country's economy by running up a huge debt, and a crackdown on corruption in government institutions. “The National Assembly is
of the view that reports of financial mismanagement and corruption of public office by former finance minister Asad Umar and other

public servants should be investigated. The National Assembly also believes that the country needs a comprehensive strategy for
recovery and development,” the resolution reads. It also lists out some of the areas in which corruption and financial mismanagement

have cost Pakistan dearly, including the waiving off of loans to the amount of Rs12.62 billion. “The National Assembly further
desires that the entire history of the current state of crisis should be kept in the public domain,” it reads. It also questions that
something of the magnitude of Rs2.5 trillion was wasted in flood-relief operations without any accountability. “The National

Assembly believes that in the absence of proper coordination between the government and provincial governments for relief and
rehabilitation, human-rights violations have occurred in flood-hit areas. The National Assembly is also deeply concerned at the

exponential rate of increase in the rate of poverty in the country,” the resolution further reads. The resolution, for which a ‘consensus
was reached among all the ruling alliance parties in the National Assembly and the opposition parties’, was moved by Khawaja Asif as
the minister of law, justice and human rights. The resolution, which was moved in the NA on the first day of the session, was passed

in its plenary, and was moved by Khawaja Asif during the discussion on social justice and equal opportunity for minorities. Asif
defended his own party’s decision to include in the bill the issue of scrapping the Articles 62 and 63 of the Constitution which give

the provinces the power to appoint judges. He argued that the law of the land was being subverted by provincial governments in
practice. He also sought to defend the Sindh law minister Khursheed Shah who was arrested by the Federal Investigation Agency
(FIA) over alleged corruption. The minister in question has been accused of leaking documents related to a judicial inquiry which

revealed the name of high-ranking court officials and judges who allegedly accepted bribes
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